
EXHIBIT A 

AGREEMENT 

This Agreement, dated November 30, 2004, is between the United States Department of 
Justice, Criminal Division, Fraud Section (the "Department"), and AIG Financial Products Corp. 
("AIG-FP")' (the "Agreement"). 

1. During the Department's ongoing criminal investigation into matters relating to 
certain transactions involving special purpose entities ("SPEs") between 
subsidiaries of The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. ("PNC") and AIG-FP (the 
"PAGIC" transactions), the Department has notified AIG-FP that, in the 
Department's view, AIG-FP acting through certain of its employees may have 
violated federal criminal law. The PAGIC transactions involved an SPE structure 
developed and marketed by AIG-FP known as Contributed Guaranteed 
Alternative Investment Trust Securities ("C-GAITS"). The P AGIC transactions, 
C-GAITS structure, and related matters are described in Appendix A to this 
Agreement. 

2. AIG-FP accepts responsibility for the conduct of its employees as described in the 
factual statements set forth in Appendix A, which is incorporated by reference 
herein. AIG-FP agrees the factual statements set forth in Appendix A are accurate 
and, as more fully addressed in paragraph 1 0, AIG-FP agrees not to contradict 
them. AIG-FP does not endorse, ratify, or condone improper conduct and, as set 
forth below, has taken steps to prevent such conduct from occurring in the future. 

3 .  Based upon AIG-FP's acceptance of responsibility as set forth in the preceding 
paragraph; the settlement between American International Group, Inc. ("AIG") 
and the United States Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") under which 
AIG consents to the entry of the Final Judgment (attached hereto as Appendix B 
and incorporated by reference) (the "Final Judgment"); its compliance with the 
Final Judgment, including, among other things, its adoption of internal 
compliance measures; its cooperation with the Independent Consultant described 
in paragraph 11 ;  its agreement with the SEC to pay disgorgement and 
prejudgment interest in the amount of $46,366,000; its agreement with the 
Department to pay a monetary penalty of $80,000,000.00; and its willingness to 
continue to cooperate with the Department and the SEC in their investigations of 
the matters described herein; the Department, on the understandings specified 
below, agrees that the Department will not prosecute AIG-FP for any conduct 
committed by AIG-FP relating to the SPE transactions (as defined in paragraph 4 
below), except to the extent provided in the separate Deferred Prosecution 
Agreement between the Department and AIG-FP PAGIC Equity Holding Corp. 

In this Agreement, "AIG-FP" refers to AIG-FP and all of its subsidiaries. 



AIG-FP understands and agrees that if it violates this Agreement, as provided in 
paragraph 12 below, the Department can prosecute AIG-FP for conduct · 

committed by it through its employees relating to the SPE transactions. This 
Agreement does not provide any protection to any individual or any entity other 
than AIG-FP. This paragraph shall survive termination of this Agreement. 

The understandings on which this Agreement is premised are: 

4. During the term of this Agreement, AIG-FP agrees to cooperate fully with the 
Department, the SEC, the Independent Consultant described in paragraph 11  
below, and, as directed by the Fraud Section, with any other federal law 
enforcement and regulatory agency regarding any matters related to the PAGIC 
transactions, C-GAITS, the transactions marketed or entered into by AIG-FP 
involving a SPE structure known as Guaranteed Investment Trust Securities 
("GAITS") (the PAGIC transactions, C-GAITS, and the GAITS transactions are 
hereinafter collectively referred to as the "SPE transactions") and any matters 
relating to any other transaction that has been or is brought to the attention of the 
Department or the SEC in connection with the Department's investigation 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement (hereinafter referred to collectively as 
"the subject matters"). AIG-FP shall truthfully disclose to the Department and the 
SEC all information with respect to the subject matters about which the 
Department or the SEC shall inquire, and shall continue to fully cooperate with 
the Department and the SEC. This obligation of truthful disclosure includes an 
obligation to provide the Department and the SEC access to AIG-FP's documents 
and employees, whether or not located in the United States, and reasonable access 
to AIG-FP's facilities for that purpose. 

5. AIG-FP agrees that its cooperation, as agreed to in Paragraph 4 above, shall 
include, but is not limited to, the following: 

(a) Completely and truthfully disclosing all information with respect to the 
activities of AIG-FP, and its present and former officers, agents, and 
employees, concerning the subject matters inquired into by the Department 
or the SEC; 

(b) Assembling, organizing and providing on request from the Department or 
the SEC all documents, records, or other. tangible evidence related to the 
subject matters in AIG-FP's possession, custody, or control in such format 
as the Department or the SEC requests; 

(c) Not asserting a claim of attorney-client or work-product privilege as to any 
documents, information, or testimony requested by the Department or the 
SEC related to factual internal investigations or contemporaneous advice 
given to AIG-FP concerning the subject matters. In making production of 
any such documents, AIG-FP neither expressly nor implicitly waives its 
right to assert any privilege that is available under Jaw against entities 
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other than the Department or the SEC concerning the produced documents 
or the subject matters thereof. 

(d) Using its reasonable best efforts to make available its present or former 
officers, directors and employees to provide information and/or testimony 
related to the subject matters as requested by the Department or the SEC, 
including sworn testimony before a federal grand jury or in federal trials, 
as well as interviews with federal law enforcement authorities. 
Cooperation under this paragraph will include identification of witnesses 
who, to AIG-FP's knowledge, may have material information regarding 
the subject matters. 

(e) Providing testimony and other information deemed necessary by the 
Department, the SEC or a court to identify or establish the original 
location, authenticity, or other evidentiary foundation necessary to admit 
into evidence documents in any criminal or other proceeding as requested 
by the Department or the SEC related to the subject matters. 

· 

6. AIG-FP shall comply with the Final Judgment. 

7. AIG-FP agrees to pay within ten days of the date of this Agreement a total of 
$80,000,000.00 to the United States Treasury as a monetary penalty as directed by 
the Department, which may chose to direct that a portion of the monetary penalty 
not to exceed $20 million may be paid to the restitution fund previously 
established by the Department as part of the Deferred Prosecution Agreement 
with a subsidiary of The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. 

8. With respect to any information, testimony, document, record or other tangible 
evidence provided to the Department pursuant to this Agreement, AIG-FP 
consents to any and all disclosures to the SEC and other federal law enforcement 
and regulatory agencies of such materials as the Department, in its sole reasonable 
discretion, deems appropriate in furtherance of the Department's investigation of 
the subject matters. 

9. AIG-FP authorizes the Department and the SEC to share information from and 
about AIG-FP with each other and hereby waives any confidentiality accorded to 
that information by law, agreement or otherwise that would, absent authorization 
by AIG-FP, prohibit or limit such sharing. No further waivers of confidentiality 
shall be required in that regard. 

1 0. AIG-FP further agrees that it will not, through its present or future attorneys, 
board of directors, agents, affiliates, parent, officers or employees, make any 
public statement, including statements or positions in litigation in which any 
United States department or agency is a party, contradicting any statement of fact 
set forth in Appendix A. Any such contradictory public statement by AIG-FP, its 
present or future attorneys, board of directors, agents, officers or employees shall 
constitute a breach of this Agreement, and AIG-FP thereafter would be subject to 
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prosecution as set forth in paragraph 1 2  of this Agreement. The decision of 
whether any public statement by any such person contradicting a statement of fact 
contained in Appendix A will be imputed to AlG-FP for the purpose of 
determining whether AlG-FP has breached this Agreement shall be at the sole 
reasonable discretion of the Department. Upon the Department's reaching a 
determination that such a contradictory statement has been made by AlG-FP, the 
Department shall so notify AIG-FP and AIG-FP may avoid a breach of this 
Agreement by publicly repudiating such statement within forty-eight hours after 
notification by the Department. This paragraph is not intended to apply to any 
statement made by any individual in the course of any criminal, regulatory, or 
civil case initiated by the government against such individual, unless such 
individual is speaking on behalf of AIG-FP. Consistent with AIG-FP's obligation 
not to contradict any statement of fact set forth in Appendix A, AlG-FP may take 
good faith positions in litigation involving any private party. 

1 1 .  AIG-FP agrees to cooperate with the SEC and the Independent Consultant 
retained by AIG pursuant to the Final Judgment, including the implementation of 
any determination by the SEC or recommendation by the Independent Consultant, 
as and to the extent provided in the Final Judgment. 

1 2. It is further understood that should the Department, in its sole reasonable 
discretion, determine that AlG-FP has given deliberately false, incomplete, or 
misleading information under this Agreement, or has committed any federal 
crimes subsequent to the date of this Agreement, or that AlG-FP otherwise has 
committed a willful and knowing material breach of any provision of this 
Agreement, this Agreement shall become null and void and AlG-FP shall, in the 
Department's sole reasonable discretion, thereafter be subject to prosecution for 
any federal criminal violation, including prosecution for acts subject to the release 
of liability in paragraph 3 relating to the SPE transactions. Any such prosecutions 
may be premised on information provided by AlG-FP. Moreover, with respect to 
any prosecutions relating to the SPE transactions that are not time-barred by the 
applicable statute of limitations on the date of this Agreement, AIG-FP agrees that 
the applicable statute of limitation period for any such proseo:;utions shall be tolled 
for a period of time equal to the term of this Agreement, so that such prosecutions 
may be commenced against AIG-FP in accordance with this Agreement, 
notwithstanding the expiration of the statute of limitations between the signing of 
this Agreement and the expiration of this Agreement. AlG-FP's tolling of the 
statute of limitations is knowing and voluntary and in express reliance on the 
advice of counsel. 

13.  It is further agreed that in the event that the Department, in its sole reasonable 
discretion, determines that AlG-FP has committed a willful and knowing material 
breach of any provision of this Agreement, (a) AlG-FP will not contest the 
admissibility into evidence or contradict the contents of Appendix A or the 
criminal complaint and affidavit in support of the criminal complaint filed as part 
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of the separate agreement between the Department and AIG-FP PAGIC Equity 
Holding Corp. ("AIG-FP PAGIC"), (b) all statements made by or on behalf of 
AIG-FP, or any testimony given by AIG-FP and any employee (current or former) 
before a grand jury, the United States Congress, the SEC, or elsewhere, and any 
leads derived from such statements and testimony, shall be admissible in evidence 
in any and all criminal proceedings brought by the Department against AIG-FP, 
and (c) AIG-FP shall not assert any claim under the United States Constitution, 
Rule 4 10  of the Federal Rules of Evidence, or any other rule, that statements made 
by or on behalf of AIG-FP prior to or subsequent to this Agreement, or any leads 
therefrom, should be suppressed. 

14. The decision whether conduct and statements of any individual will be imputed to 
AIG-FP for the purpose of determining whether AIG-FP has committed a willful 
and knowing material breach of any provision of this Agreement shall be in the 
sole reasonable discretion of the Department. 

1 5. Should the Department determine that AIG-FP has committed a willful and 
knowing material breach of any provision of this Agreement, the Department shall 
provide written notice to AIG-FP of the alleged breach and provide AIG-FP with 
a two-week period in which to make a presentation to the Assistant Attorney 
General in charge of the Criminal Division to demonstrate that no breach has 
occurred, or, to the extent applicable, that the breach is not a willful and knowing 
material breach or has been cured. The parties hereto expressly understand and 
agree that should AIG-FP fail to make a presentation to the Assistant Attorney 
General in charge of the Criminal Division within a two-week period, it shall be 
conclusively presumed that AIG-FP is in willful and material breach of this 
Agreement. The parties further understand and agree that the Assistant Attorney 
General 's exercise of discretion under this paragraph is not subject to review in 
any court or tribunal outside the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice. 
In the event of a breach of this Agreement that results in a prosecution of AIG-FP, 
such prosecution may be premised upon any information provided by or on behalf 
of AIG-FP to the Department at any time, unless otherwise agreed when the 
information was provided. 

16.  AIG-FP agrees that if it  sells or merges all or substantially all of its business 
operations as they exist as of the date ofthis Agreement to or into a single 
purchaser or group of affiliated purchasers during the term of this Agreement, it 
shall include in any contract for sale or merger a provision binding the 
purchaser/successor to the obligations described in this Agreement. 

17. It is understood that this Agreement is binding on AIG-FP, the Department and 
the United States Attorneys Office for the Western District of Pennsylvania, but 
specifically does not bind any other federal agencies, or any state or local law 
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enforcement or licensing authorities, although the Department will bring the 
cooperation of AIG-FP and its compliance with its other obligations under this 
Agreement to the attention of state and local law enforcement or licensing 
authorities, if requested by AIG-FP or its attorneys. Furthermore, nothing in this 
agreement restricts in any way the ability of the Department or the United States 
Attorneys Office for the Western District of Pennsylvania from proceeding against 
any individuals. 

18 .  Except as provided in paragraph 3 above, this Agreement expires two years from 
the date of its execution; provided that if on such date any investigation, 
prosecution or proceeding relating to the subject matters is ongoing that is being 
conducted by the Department, the SEC or any other federal enforcement or 
regulatory agency with which AIG-FP has been directed by the Department to 
cooperate pursuant to paragraph 4, then this Agreement shall expire on the date 
that no such investigation, prosecution or proceeding is still being conducted. 
Between thirty and sixty days before the expiration of this Agreement, AIG-FP 
shall submit to DOJ a written certification that it is in compliance with this 
Agreement. 

1 9. AIG-FP and the Department agree that, upon filing of the criminal complaint in 
the separate Deferred Prosecution Agreement between AIG-FP P AGIC and the 
Department, this Agreement shall be publicly filed in the United States District 
Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania as Exhibit A to the separate 
Agreement. 

20. AIG-FP hereby warrants and represents that the Board of Directors of AIG-FP has 
duly authorized, in a specific resolution, the execution and delivery of this 
Agreement by AIG-FP, and that the person signing the Agreement has authority to 
bind AIG-FP. 

2 1 .  This Agreement may not be modified except in writing signed b y  all the parties. 

22. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts. 

[Signature Page To Follow] 
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Agreed and Accepted: 
AIG Financial Products Corp. 

For the United States Department of Justice 
Criminal Division, Fraud Section 

J#smt=R

·

. H!H�;;G� I 
Acting United States Attorney 
Chief, Fraud Section, Criminal Division 
United States Department of Justice 

�� AOHND:AR'fERBERRY . 
Executive Deputy Chief 

D�� � 
PAUL E. PELLETIER 
Deputy Chief 

�� 
Trial Attorney 

""// 
� ,.---. __ 

OC?� 
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APPENDIX A 

AGREED STATEMENT OF FACTS 

I. AIG Financial Products Corp. ("AIG-FP") is a wholly-owned direct subsidiary of 

American International Group, Inc. ("AIG"). AIG-FP, acting directly and through its subsidiaries 

(collectively, "AIG-FP"), engages as principal in standard and customized interest rate, currency, 

equity, commodity and credit financial products with corporations, financial institutions, 

governments, agencies, institutional investors and high net-worth individuals throughout the 

world. AIG-FP's main office is in Wilton, Connecticut. Certain of AIG's securities are 

registered with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") pursuant to 

Section !2(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1 934 and listed on the New York Stock 

Exchange. 

I. AIG-FP's Development, Marketing and Execution of Structured Financial Products 

2. From at least February 2000 through January 2002, AIG-FP marketed to and 

entered into with publicly traded companies ("counter-parties") certain structured financial 

products utilizing special purpose entities ("SPEs"), some of which AIG-FP developed in 

consultation with a national accounting firm ("National Accounting Firm A"). During this 

period AIG-FP also requested and received from National Accounting Firm A opinion letters 

issued pursuant to Statement of Auditing Standards No. 50 ("SAS-50 letters") addressing the 

application of accounting principles commonly referred to as "Generally Accepted Accounting 

Principles" or "GAAP" to these SPE transactions. 



3 .  The structured financial products entailed the creation of a corporation or similar 

limited liability entity, i.e., the SPE, to hold assets that could be subject to volatility in value over 

their investment life. As a general matter, the counter-parties would either transfer assets to the 

SPE, or contribute cash to the SPE, which would, in turn, purchase the potentially volatile assets. 

In exchange for their contribution of cash or assets, the counter-parties received a preferred 

interest in the SPE that they recorded on their balance sheet as an "available for sale" security. 

The SPE also purchased zero coupon bonds or entered into "defeasance swaps" that provided 

principal protection for the preferred interest in the SPE held by the counter-party. In particular, 

the principal amount payable to the SPE on the zero coupon bond or the defeasance swap was 

equal to the amount payable by the SPE on the counter-party's preferred interest at maturity, 

which assured the counter-party that it received the return of its original investment amount at 

maturity without regard to the performance of the potentially volatile assets in the SPE. The 

counter-parties would not consolidate the SPE on their financial statements. 

4. The counter-parties had contractual rights that permitted them to redeem their 

investment in the SPE or to liquidate the SPE in exchange for a distribution of the zero coupon 

bonds and other assets or the cash proceeds from their sale. If the value of the assets held by the 

SPE appreciated, the counter-parties could exercise their redemption or liquidation rights to 

recognize a gain on their income statement. As long as the SPE held the assets, the counter

parties' reported earnings would not be affected by variations in the value of the assets because 

the SPEs would not be consolidated on the counter-parties' financial statements and changes in 

the value of the counter-parties' preferred interest in the SPE would be recorded in the "Other 
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Comprehensive Income" line item within the Shareholders' Equity section of the counter-party's 

balance sheet. As a result, as marketed by AIG-FP, the counter-parties could have recognizable 

gains on their income statement if the SPEs' assets appreciated in value, but no concomitant 

recognizable losses if those assets declined in value provided that the counter-party held its 

preferred interest to maturity and therefore received at maturity at a minimum the return of its 

original investment. Nevertheless, substantial risks of loss remained with the counter-parties if 

the SPEs' assets declined in value and the counter-party did not hold its preferred interest to 

maturity. 

5.  AIG-FP claimed the deconsolidation -or offbalance sheet treatment-of these 

SPEs was in compliance with GAAP. AIG-FP included in its marketing materials for these 

structured financial products summaries of the GAAP treatment for the products, which were 

stated to be based upon the advice of AIG-FP's outside accounting advisors (the materials often 

identified that National Accounting Firm A were the advisors). The summaries of GAAP 

treatment stated that under GAAP the prospective counter-parties would not consolidate the 

SPEs. In the marketing materials, AIG-FP informed prospective counter-parties, among other 

things, that AIG-FP was not and did not purport to be an advisor as to accounting matters and 

instructed counter -parties to make an independent evaluation and judgment regarding such 

matters. 

6. National Accounting Firm A advised AIG-FP that GAAP required three principal 

conditions in order for the counter-party not to consolidate the SPE on its financial statements: 

(1) AIG-FP, as the majority owner of the SPE, would have to be an independent party making a 
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"substantive capital investment" in the SPE, which GAAP defined as at least 3% of the SPE's 

capital; (2) AIG-FP would have to have control of the SPE; and (3) AIG-FP would have to have 

"substantive risks and rewards" of ownership of the SPE' s assets. 

A. GAITS 

7. One of the structured financial products sponsored by AIG-FP was known as a 

"Guaranteed Alternative Investment Trust Security'' ("GAITS"). If the counter-parties were 

insurance companies, the GAITS structure provided them with, among other things, the ability to 

invest in equity assets while protecting their principal investment and obtaining, by virtue of the 

principal protection, an NAIC 1 regulatory capital classification rating approved by the Securities 

Valuation Office ("SVO") of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners ("NAIC"). 

An NAIC I rating by the SVO, which is assigned to obligations ofthe highest quality (lowest 

risk of loss), would mean that the counter-parties' investment in the GAITS transactions would 

be subject to the lowest capital charge or "haircut" for purposes of calculating their compliance 

with applicable insurance risk-based capital requirements. In contrast, if the counter-parties held 

the equity assets ofthe SPE directly, without having purchased the principal protection, the 

equity assets would be subject to a higher capital charge. A higher capital charge would tie up 

more of the counter-parties' risk based capital. 

8. Between June 2000 and March 2001,  wholly-owned subsidiaries of AIG-FP 

entered into a total of five GAITS transactions with insurance company subsidiaries oftwo 

publicly traded companies. National Accounting Firm A was the outside auditor for one of the 

counter-parties ofthe GAITS transactions at the time those transactions closed, and National 
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Accounting Firm A became the outside auditor for the other counter-party to the GAITS 

transactions approximately a year after the transactions closed. 

9. The counter-parties in the five GAITS transactions purchased Class A trust 

certificates issued by an SPE trust with cash or, in the case of one transaction, in exchange for the 

sole trust interest in a predecessor trust entity as part of a restructuring. AIG-FP received Class B 

Trust Certificates in exchange for contributing highly rated debt securities to the SPE. The SPE 

invested the purchase money in equity index mutual funds or private investment funds, defined 

as the "protected assets," and in the first three GAITS transactions the SPE also purchased a zero 

coupon bond issued by an affiliate of AIG-FP. In the other two GAITS transactions, AIG-FP 

entered into a "defeasance swap" with the SPE trust that would require AIG-FP to provide to the 

SPE trust a zero coupon bond issued by an affiliate of AIG-FP in exchange for the equity index 

mutual funds if the value of the equity index mutual funds held by the pertinent SPE fell below a 

specified level. In all five GAITS transactions, the zero coupon bond issued by an AIG-FP 

affiliate (which would carry the highest credit rating from nationally recognized credit rating 

agencies) was meant to insure that, regardless of the performance of the equity index mutual 

funds or private investment fund assets owned by the SPE trusts, the counter-parties would 

receive at maturity of the Class A Trust Certificates at a minimum an amount equal to their 

original investment in the trust. On the basis of the principal protection, the Class A Trust 

Certificates were assigned the highest credit rating from nationally recognized credit rating 

agencies as to repayment of the principal, which, in tum, allowed the counter-parties' investment 
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in the GAITS transactions to be subject to the lowest capital charge or "haircut" for purposes of 

calculating their compliance with applicable insurance risk-based capital requirements. 

10. AIG-FP received a fee in each of the GAITS transactions based on an annual rate 

of 50 basis points (0.50%) of the value of the protected assets. Different designations were given 

to the fees in the five GAITS transactions. In the two transactions that closed on June 30, 2000, 

they were called "Structuring Fees." In the third transaction that closed on November 30, 2000, 

the fee was called a "Class B Priority Payment." In the final transactions that closed on March 1 

and 21 , 2001 , the fee was called the "Annual Fee Amount." Notwithstanding the different 

terminology, in each of the GAITS transactions, the fees received by AIG-FP were in all or, in 

the case of two of the five transactions, substantial part payments to compensate AIG-FP for its 

role in structuring the transaction. 

1 1 .  The counter-parties to all five GAITS transactions agreed that several years' fees 

would be prepaid to AIG-FP at the closing. In the first three GAITS transactions, the counter

parties prepaid three years' annual fees at closing. In the remaining two transactions, the SPE 

trusts prepaid five-and-one-halfyears' annual fees at closing. 

12. The two counter-parties to the five GAITS transactions made total investments of 

$231 ,659,000 in the SPE trusts. The SPE trusts in the five GAITS transactions were not 

consolidated on the financial statements of either AIG or the counter-parties to the transactions. 

Rather, each party recorded their investment in the SPE trust on their balance sheet as an 

"available for sale" security. 
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13. AIG-FP requested and received SAS-50 letters from National Accounting Firm A 

addressing the application of GAAP to the GAITS structure. AIG-FP used these SAS-50 letters 

to market the GAITS products to prospective and actual counter-parties. 

14. A SAS-50 letter dated June 30, 2000, from National Accounting Firm A pertained 

to the first three GAITS transactions that closed in June and November 2000. These transactions 

were developed by AIG-FP with the counter-party based on a proprietary structure developed by 

the counter-party. 

15. In the June 30, 2000 SAS-50 letter, National Accounting Firm A noted without 

disapproval that the SPE trust would purchase at closing of the transaction a zero coupon bond 

issued by an affiliate of AIG-FP. The letter did not mention that the counter-parties would pay 

any fees to AIG-FP and would prepay three years' fees at closing. The letter did not discuss the 

GAAP effect of payment of structuring fees. 

16. SAS-50 letters dated January 30, 2001 and February 28, 2001 ,  from National 

Accounting Firm A pertained to the final two GAITS transactions that closed in March 200 1 .  

These letters noted without disapproval that the zero coupon bond to be delivered by AIG-FP to 

the trust upon a trigger event would be guaranteed by AIG. These letters also referred to the fees 

payable to AIG-FP (which served as Administrator and Swap Provider) in a provision that stated 

"[ e ]xpenses of the Trust will include (i) the periodic fees and expenses of the Trustee, (ii) the 

periodic fee of the Administrator and (iii) the periodic fee to the Swap Provider." The letters did 

not mention that the SPE trusts would prepay five-and-one-half years' fees at closing. The letters 

did not discuss the GAAP effect of payment of structuring fees. 
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17. The GAITS transactions failed to satisfy the GAAP requirement for non-

consolidation of the SPE that AIG-FP, as the independent third-party investor in the SPE, make a 

substantive capital investment in the SPE of at least 3% of the SPE's assets. Under GAAP, 

structuring fees paid by the SPE or a transaction counter-party to an investor in the SPE should 

be deducted from the investor's capital investment for purposes of determining compliance with 

the capital investment requirement for non-consolidation of the SPE. National Accounting Firm 

A did not address the need to deduct structuring fees paid to AIG-FP in the SAS-50 letters that 

were issued to AIG-FP regarding the GAITS transactions. The payment of structuring fees to 

AIG-FP in the GAITS transactions reduced AIG-FP's "substantive capital investment" below the 

minimum 3% level required by GAAP. 

B. C-GAITS 

18 .  AIG-FP also developed, marketed and sold a structure known as a "Contributed-

Guaranteed Alternative Investment Trust Security" ("C-GAITS"). In the C-GAITS structure, the 

counter-party would receive Senior Class A Convertible Preferred securities in an SPE (a limited 

liability corporation created by AIG-FP), convertible into Class A Common, in exchange for its 

contribution of equities or other financial assets and cash to the SPE. Wholly-owned subsidiaries 

of AIG-FP would invest cash in the SPE and would own Junior Class B Preferred securities and 

all of the Class B Common voting stock in the SPE. The AIG-FP subsidiary would charge the 

counter-party or the SPE an annual fee. Cash in the amount invested by AIG-FP would be used 

by the SPE to purchase highly rated debt securities. AIG-FP initially proposed that the SPE 

would purchase and hold a 30-year zero coupon bond issued by an affiliate of AIG-FP which, at 
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maturity, would pay an amount equal to the counter-party's initial capital investment in the SPE. 

In its marketing materials for the C-GAITS structure, AIG-FP identified as a benefit of the 

transaction for the counter-party reducing earnings volatility associated with the assets being 

transferred to the SPE by the counter-party. 

19. AIG-FP requested and received SAS-50 letters from National Accounting Firm A 

addressing the application of GAAP to the C-GAITS structure. AIG-FP used these SAS-50 

letters to market the C-GAITS products to prospective and actual counter-parties. 

20. National Accounting Firm A provided four SAS-50 letters to AIG-FP with regard 

to potential C-GAITS transactions. These SAS-50 letters were dated April 23, 2001, May 16, 

2001, November 29, 2001, and December 4, 2001 . 

21. National Accounting Firm A's April 23, 2001 and May 16, 2001 SAS-50 letters 

did not mention any fees payable to AIG-FP or discuss the GAAP effect of payment of such fees. 

22. A draft of the April 2001 SAS-50 letter, considered by National Accounting Firm 

A in its internal partner review, stated that the cash transferred to the SPE with other assets 

would be invested in a "Zero Coupon note maturing in 30 years issued by an affiliate of AIG." 

During internal discussions at National Accounting Firm A, partners of National Accounting 

Firm A expressed a concern that issuance of the zero coupon note by an affiliate of AIG-FP, 

which would result in the payment to an affiliate of AIG-FP of approximately 20% of the SPE's 

total assets, could be viewed as a return of AIG-FP's capital investment. As a result, National 

Accounting Firm A finalized the April 23, 2001 SAS-50 letter to state that the cash transferred to 

the SPE along with other assets would be invested in a "zero coupon note maturing in 30 years," 
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but the SAS-50 Jetter no longer specified who would issue the zero coupon note or whether an 

affiliate of AIG-FP might issue the zero coupon note. National Accounting Firm A did not 

withdraw or revise the SAS-50 letters it had issued in connection with the GAITS transactions, 

which had contemplated that the SPE trust would purchase at closing of the transaction a zero 

coupon bond issued by an affiliate of AIG-FP, or would enter into a defeasance swap that could 

result in the SPE trust holding a zero coupon bond issued by an affiliate of AIG-FP. 

23. AIG-FP continued to propose the C-GAITS product to prospective counter-parties 

with a zero coupon note issued by an AIG-FP affiliate. In the marketing material, AIG-FP 

informed the prospective counter-party that the contemplated accounting treatment was "based 

upon advice from [National Accounting Firm A]." Subsequent to the April 23, 2001 SAS-50 

Jetter, a partner of National Accounting Firm A who had participated in the drafting of the SAS 

50 Jetter was copied by AIG-FP on distributions to a prospective counter-party of structure 

diagrams and marketing material for the C-GAITS product that included in the proposed 

structure a zero coupon note issued by an affiliate of AIG-FP. No C-GAITS transaction, 

however, was ever consummated with a zero coupon note issued by an AIG-FP affiliate. 

1. National Insurance Company A 

24. On May 29, 2001 representatives of National Insurance Company A and its 

outside auditors, National Accounting Firm B, participated in a meeting (not attended by any 

AIG-FP employee) during which they discussed, among other things, "soft spots" noted by 

National Accounting Firm B in analyzing the accounting for a proposed C-GAITS transaction 

with AIG-FP. These subjects included whether AIG-FP's capital investment might fall below the 
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minimum (3%) capital investment required by GAAP for deconsolidation of the SPE by National 

Insurance Company A if AIG-FP received a "large prepayment" of its fees or if its fees were not 

received in exchange for services rendered by AIG-FP. On that same day, an employee of 

National Insurance Company A advised at least one AIG-FP employee of the "soft spots" noted 

by National Accounting Firm B and proposed that AIG-FP's equity investment in the SPE be 

increased from 3% to 5%. By the end of that day, AIG-FP modified the proposed C-GAITS 

structure for National Insurance Company A to increase AIG-FP's capital investment from 3% to 

5%. 

25. During the period from July through October 200 1 ,  AIG-FP and National 

Insurance Company A refined the terms of their proposed C-GAITS transaction to utilize real-

estate assets as National Insurance Company A's contribution into the SPE and to specify that 

National Insurance Company A would pay a structuring fee directly to AIG-FP. At the request of 

National Insurance Company A, AIG-FP requested that National Accounting Firm A prepare 

another SAS-50 letter that addressed these modifications to the structure. 

26. AIG-FP received a revised draft of the SAS-50 letter on November 20, 200 1 .  

With respect to the payment of the "structuring fee" directly to AIG-FP by National Insurance 

Company A, the draft SAS-50 letter stated the following: 

We also considered the effect of the structuring fee required to be 
paid by Investor to the Class B Common holder, as managing 
member, during the life of the transaction and for a minimum 
period of five years. Our consideration focused on whether this fee 
could represent a return of the initial investment of the independent 
third party investor in the Class B interest thereby indicating that 
its initial investment is inadequate. We observe, however, that 
even if the amount of the required payments (.50% of assets for 
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five years) were deducted from the initial investment by [AIG-FP] 
in the Class B interests, its initial investment would still exceed the 
minimum required by EITF Topic D-14. Therefore, without 
further considering the nature of such payment, we concluded that 
it does not affect the adequacy ofthe initial investment required by 
Topic D-14. 

The final version ofthis SAS-50 letter, dated November 29, 2001, contained the identical 

statements. 

27. AIG-FP proposed the C-GAITS transaction to National Insurance Company A 

with a zero coupon note issued by an AIG-FP affiliate. AIG-FP's written marketing materials 

sent to National Insurance Company A included a statementthat AIG-FP's summary of the
· 

GAAP treatment for the SPE transactions was "based upon advice from [National Accounting 

Firm A]." Although AIG-FP provided National Insurance Company A with a copy of the April 

23, 2001 SAS-50 letter, AIG-FP did not inform National Insurance Company A that National 

Accounting Firm A's April 23, 2001 SAS-50 letter did not address whether the zero coupon note 

could be issued by an AIG-FP affiliate. 

28. National Insurance Company A did not consummate a C-GAITS transaction with 

AIG-FP. 

2. National Insurance Company B 

29. In May 2001 ,  AIG-FP proposed a C-GAITS transaction to National Insurance 

Company B. National Insurance Company B asked National Accounting Firm B, its outside 

auditor, to review the proposed C-GAITS transactions. An employee of AIG-FP informed 

National Insurance Company B on May 30, 2001 -one day after the discussion between National 

Insurance Company A and AIG-FP discussed in paragraph 24-that National Accounting Firm B 
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had identified several "soft spots" in the accounting analysis in response to a review of a similar 

C-GAITS transaction with another "insurance client," which was National Insurance Company 

A. The AIG-FP employee told National Insurance Company B that, in order to address these 

"soft spots," AIG-FP had agreed in connection with the proposed transaction with the other 

"insurance client" to increase AIG-FP's capital investment above 3% and to receive the 

"overwhelming majority" of the fees from the SPE on an annual, rather than a Jump sum, basis. 

National Insurance Company B did not consummate a C-GAITS transaction. 

3. National Insurance Company C 

30. On October 15 , 2001 ,  AIG-FP provided written marketing materials regarding a 

C-GAITS product to another potential counter-party ("National Insurance Company C"), which 

included a statement that AIG-FP's summary of the GAAP treatment for the SPE transactions 

was "based upon related advice from [National Accounting Firm A]." These marketing materials 

prescribed a 3% equity investment in the SPE by a wholly-owned subsidiary of AIG-FP. 

3 1 .  AIG-FP did not inform National Insurance Company C that National Insurance 

Company A had asked AIG-FP five months earlier to increase its substantive capital investment 

in the proposed C-GAITS transaction with National Insurance Company A from 3% to 5% to 

address "soft spots" in the accounting analysis identified by National Accounting Firm B, as 

discussed in paragraph 24. 

32. On November 1 ,  2001 ,  at the request of National Insurance Company C, AIG-FP 

sent a term sheet to National Insurance Company C in which AIG-FP increased its equity 

investment in the SPE from 3% to 5%. The increase in AIG-FP's equity investment in the SPE 
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was based upon comments to the proposed structure by National Accounting Firm B. National 

Accounting Firm B, which had previously been involved in discussions with National Insurance 

Company A concerning the timing and nature of AIG-FP's fees as described in paragraph 24, 

was also the outside auditor for National Insurance Company C and AIG. The term sheet also 

called for an annual fee of 50 basis points to be paid by the SPE to AIG-FP. 

33 .  A November 9, 2001 revised term sheet continued to propose that the SPE would 

purchase a zero coupon note issued by an affiliate of AIG-FP. Although AIG-FP provided 

National Insurance Company C with a copy of the April 23, 2001 SAS-50 letter, AIG-FP did not 

inform National Insurance Company C that the April 23, 2001 SAS-50 letter from National 

Accounting Firm A did not address whether the zero coupon bond could be issued by an AIG-FP 

affiliate. 

34. National Insurance Company C did not consummate a C-GAITS transaction with 

AIG-FP. 

4. National Insurance Company D 

35.  On December 14, 2001, AIG-FP provided written marketing materials proposing 

a C-GAITS transaction to another potential counter-party ("National Insurance Company D"). 

These marketing materials prescribed a 3% equity investment in the SPE by a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of AIG-FP. The proposed transaction contemplated that AIG-FP would receive an 

annual fee of 50 basis points to be paid by the SPE and that an affiliate of AIG-FP would issue a 

zero coupon note to be purchased and held by the SPE. 
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36. AIG-FP's written marketing materials sent to National Insurance Company D 

included a statement that AIG-FP's summary of the GAAP treatment for the SPE transactions 

was "based upon related advice from [National Accounting Firm A]." AIG-FP provided 

National Insurance Company D with a copy of the April 23, 2001 SAS-50 letter from National 

Accounting Firm A, but did not point out that the letter failed to address in connection with the 

C-GAITS structure whether the zero coupon bond could be issued by an AIG-FP affiliate. 

National Accounting Firm A, which had issued the SAS-50 letter and had assisted AIG-FP in 

designing the C-GAITS structure, was National Insurance Company D's outside auditor. 

37. AIG-FP did not inform National Insurance Company D that AIG-FP had been 

asked six months earlier during the prospective transaction with National Insurance Company A 

to increase its substantive capital investment from 3% to 5% to address "soft spots" in the 

accounting analysis identified by National Accounting Firm B, as discussed in paragraph 24. 

Nor did AIG-FP inform National Insurance Company D that AIG-FP had been asked six weeks 

earlier during negotiations over the prospective transaction with National Insurance Company C 

to increase its substantive capital investment from 3% to 5% to address comments received from 

National Accounting Firm B, as discussed in paragraph 32 above. AIG-FP also did not inform 

National Insurance Company D about issues raised two weeks earlier by the Board of Governors 

of the Federal Reserve System and the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland (together, the "Federal 

Reserve") concerning the accounting treatment for a proposed C-GAITS transaction with a bank 

holding company. 
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38. National Insurance Company D did not consummate a C-GAITS transaction with 

AIG-FP. 

II. The PAGIC Transactions 

39. AIG-FP consummated three C-GAITS transactions with one counter-party-The 

PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. ("PNC"), of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, a bank holding 

company regulated by the Federal Reserve and with a national bank subsidiary regulated by the 

Comptroller of the Currency. 

40. During 2001, AIG-FP concluded three C-GAITS transactions with PNC (the 

"PAGIC transactions"). AIG-FP formed two limited liability corporation SPEs for each of the 

PAGIC transactions (each a "P AGIC entity"). As a result of the transactions, the PAGIC entities 

held approximately $754 million in loan and venture-capital assets previously held by PNC. A 

purpose of the P AGIC transactions was to permit PNC to remove from its financial statements 

the assets that it transferred to the PAGIC entities and to record on its financial statements PNC's 

preferred share investments in the P AGIC entities as available for sale securities. PNC could 

obtain this accounting treatment only if the three C-GAITS transactions satisfied GAAP 

requirements for deconsolidation of the PAGIC entities from PNC's financial statements. 

41 . On May 29, 2001 -the same day that AIG-FP had discussed the potential C-

GAITS transaction with National Insurance Company A discussed in paragraph 24-AIG-FP 

representatives traveled to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to provide written marketing materials and 

make an oral presentation to PNC regarding a potential C-GAITS transaction. AIG-FP proposed 

that indirect wholly-owned subsidiaries of AIG-FP would invest 3% equity in the PAGIC entities 
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and that AIG-FP would receive an annual fee of75 basis points (0.75%) of certain of the SPE's 

assets (including assets transferred by PNC and cash held by the SPE). 

42. AIG-FP did not inform PNC that AIG-FP had been asked during the prospective 

transaction with National Insurance Company A to increase its substantive capital investment 

from 3% to 5% to address "soft spots" in the accounting analysis identified by National 

Accounting Firm B, as discussed in paragraph 24. 

43. AIG-FP also proposed that an affiliate of AIG-FP issue a 30-year zero coupon 

note to be purchased and held by the SPE. AIG-FP's written marketing materials given to PNC 

included a statement that AIG-FP's summary of the GAAP treatment of the SPE transactions was 

"based upon advice from [National Accounting Firm A] related to corporate accounting." 

Although AIG-FP provided PNC with a copy of the April 23, 2001 SAS-50 letter, AlG-FP did 

not inform PNC that the April 23, 2001 SAS-50 letter from National Accounting Firm A did not 

address whether the zero coupon note could be issued by an AlG-FP affiliate. 

44. PNC obtained written advice from its outside auditor for each P AGIC transaction 

that the structure as ultimately agreed upon by AIG-FP and PNC satisfied the GAAP 

requirements for deconsolidation under GAAP. PNC's outside auditor at the time of the PAGIC 

transactions was National Accounting Firm A, which had assisted AlG-FP in designing the C

GAITS structure as well as one of the GAITS structures and had issued the SAS-50 letters to 

AIG-FP. 

45. On June 18,  2001, PNC requested AIG-FP to change the issuer of the 30-year zero 

coupon note from an AIG-FP affiliate to some other issuer. PNC explained to one AIG-FP 
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employee that National Accounting Firm A had requested the change because although National 

Accounting Firm A believed that the C-GAITS structure "works using [an] AIG Zero,'.' National 

Accounting Firm A believed there was a risk that the SEC might view the issuance of the zero 

coupon note by an affiliate of AIG-FP as a return of the capital invested by AIG-FP in the 

P AGIC entity. PNC and AIG-FP thereupon substituted a bond issued by the United States 

Treasury for the 30-year zero coupon note to be issued by an affiliate of AIG-FP. 

46. Notwithstanding the concern expressed by PNC, based on the opinion of National 

Accounting Firm A concerning the risk that the SEC might view the issuance of the zero coupon 

note by an affiliate of AIG-FP as a return of the capital invested by AIG-FP in the PAGIC entity, 

AIG-FP continued to market the C-GAITS product to other prospective counter-parties with the 

inclusion of a zero coupon note from an AIG-FP affiliate and did not inform those counter

parties of the accounting concern raised by National Accounting Firm A through PNC. The 

written marketing materials stated that AIG-FP's summary of the GAAP treatment for the SPE 

transactions was "based upon related advice from [National Accounting Firm A]." At the time of 

the C-GAITS transactions between PNC and AIG-FP, National Accounting Firm A had not 

revised or withdrawn the SAS-50 letter it had provided to AIG-FP in connection with the GAITS 

transactions that contemplated that, at closing of the transaction, the SPE trust would purchase a 

zero coupon note issued by an affiliate of AIG-FP. 

47. In each of the second, third and fourth quarters of2001 ,  AIG-FP and wholly-

owned indirect subsidiaries ofPNC entered into a PAGIC transaction. The first PAGIC 

transaction ("PAGIC I") closed on June 28, 2001 (two days before the end ofPNC's second 
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quarter). The second PAGIC transaction ("P AGIC II") closed on September 27, 2001 (three days 

before the end ofPNC's third quarter). In the PAGIC I and PAGIC II transactions, PNC 

transferred to the P AGIC entities participations in a number of loans held by PNC's principal 

bank subsidiary, PNC Bank, N.A. PNC viewed the underlying loans as presenting a substantial 

risk of loss to PNC. The third PAGIC transaction ("PAGIC III") closed on November 30, 2001 .  

In this transaction, PNC transferred to the PAGIC entities venture-capital investments it held. 

PNC viewed these assets as being subject to volatile changes in values over short periods of time. 

PNC treated the PAGIC transactions as complying with the requirements for deconsolidation 

under GAAP. PNC therefore removed the assets it transferred to the PAGIC entities from PNC's 

financial statements and recorded PNC's preferred share investments in the SPEs as available for 

sale securities, with changes in the value of the preferred share investments therefore being 

recorded in the "Other Comprehensive Income" line item within the Shareholder's Equity section 

ofPNC's balance sheet. 

48. The P AGIC transactions failed to satisfY the GAAP requirement for non-

consolidation of the SPE that AIG-FP, as the independent third-party investor in the SPE, make a 

substantive capital investment in the SPE of at least 3% of the SPE' s assets. Under GAAP, 

structuring fees paid by the SPE or a transaction counter-party to an investor in the SPE should 

be deducted from the investor's capital investment for purposes of determining compliance with 

the capital investment requirement for non-consolidation of the SPE. National Accounting Firm 

A did not address the need to deduct structuring fees paid to AIG"FP in the SAS-50 letters that 

were issued to AIG-FP regarding the PAGIC transactions. The payment of structuring fees to 
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AIG-FP in the PAGIC transactions reduced AIG-FP's "substantive capital investment" below the 

minimum 3% level required by GAAP. After deducting the structuring fees received by AIG-FP 

at the closing of each P AGIC transaction, the capital investment made by AIG-FP was less than 

the 3% minimum required by GAAP. Hence the loan participations and venture-capital assets 

that PNC transferred to the P AGIC entities should have been included in PNC's financial 

statements and regulatory reports. 

49. The fees paid to AIG-FP in each of the PAGIC transactions were characterized in 

the closing documents as a "fee to Managing Member" or, in some instances, as "management 

fees owed by the Company to the Managing Member," and not as structuring fees. AIG-FP 

intended such fees to compensate AIG-FP for structuring the transaction and for taking the assets 

and liabilities ofthe P AGIC entities onto its balance sheet, and not for providing management 

services to the SPEs. As a result, the fees paid to AIG-FP had the effect under GAAP of 

reducing AIG-FP's capital investment below the level required for deconsolidation of the SPEs 

by PNC. 

50. Because it deemed the fees received from the P AGIC transactions to be 

structuring fees or balance sheet rental fees that were fully earned immediately, rather than fees 

for management services to be rendered to the P AGIC entities, AIG-FP recognized in its own 

earnings reports in the year ending December 31 , 2001, the entire amount of the present value of 

fees for the initial five years of the PAGIC transactions. AIG-FP informed its outside auditors, 

National Accounting Firm B, that AIG-FP had performed all services necessary to earn the initial 

five years of the fees at the outset of each of the PAGIC transactions. 
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51 .  PNC thus improperly treated the transfers of assets to the P AGIC entities as sales 

of those assets that permitted PNC not to report them on its regulatory reports and financial 

statements. Applying GAAP requirements, PNC should have included the assets of the PAGIC 

entities in PNC's regulatory reports and financial statements: i.e., PNC should have consolidated 

the P AGIC entities, which held those assets, into those statements and reports. PNC was 

subsequently required to report these assets in its regulatory reports and financial statements by 

consolidating the PAGIC entities, and was required by GAAP to classify them as "held for sale" 

assets. PNC's initial failure to consolidate these assets, combined with the "held for sale" 

classification they received when subsequently re-consolidated on PNC's balance sheet, resulted, 

among other things, in (a) a material overstatement ofPNC's earnings per share for the third 

quarter of2001 by 21 .4%, (b) a material understatement ofPNC's fourth quarter 2001 loss per 

share of approximately 25% in a January 3,  2002 and January 1 7, 2002 press release, (c) a 

material overstatement of2001 earnings per share by 52% in a January 1 7, 2002 press release, 

(d) a material understatement of the amount ofPNC's nonperforming assets, and (e) a material 

overstatement of the amount of reduction in loans held for sale and an overstatement in the 

amounts of securities available for sale. 

52. By the time PAGIC III closed on November 30, 2001 ,  AIG-FP had received the 

SAS-50 letter from National Accounting Firm A addressing the proposed C-GAITS transaction 

with National Insurance Company A, as discussed in paragraph 24. The revised draft noted the 

possibility that a structuring fee paid to a managing member "could represent a return of the 
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initial investment" of AIG-FP, "thereby indicating that its initial investment is inadequate." The 

revised draft continued: 

We observe, however, that even if the amount of the required 
payments (.50% of assets for five years) were deducted from the 
initial investment by an affiliate of AIG FS in the Class B interests, 
its initial investment would still exceed the minimum required by 
EITF Topic D-14. Therefore, without further considering the 
nature of such payment, we concluded that it does not affect the 
adequacy of the initial investment required by Topic D-14. 

AIG-FP did not provide PNC with a copy of this revised draft SAS-50 letter or inform PNC of 

this concern. 

53. On October 23, 2001 ,  the Federal Reserve sent a letter to PNC expressing the 

Federal Reserve's concern about PNC's decision not to record in its financial statements the 

assets it had transferred to PAGIC I and PAGIC II. Subsequently, PNC informed AIG-FP that 

PNC was in discussions with the Federal Reserve regarding the first two P AGIC transactions 

having previously informed AIG-FP in September 2001 that the Federal Reserve had "signed 

off' on PAGIC I. After receiving the Federal Reserve's letter, PNC postponed the closing of the 

PAGIC III transaction, but told an AIG-FP employee that PNC was confident of a favorable 

review. On November 7, 2001 a PNC employee advised an AIG-FP employee that he had been 

directed by his superiors at PNC to assume that the third PAGIC transaction would close (which 

it did on November 30, 2001). In connection with a proposed C-GAITS transaction with another 

bank holding company, AIG-FP learned in mid-November 2001 that the bank holding company 

intended to discuss the proposed C-GAITS transaction with the Federal Reserve, including the 

contemplated accounting treatment for the proposed transaction. In late November 2001 ,  
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AIG-FP received a copy of that bank holding company's presentation to the Federal Reserve 

concerning the proposed C-GAITS transaction, which addressed (among other things) the 

contemplated accounting treatment for this transaction. Although AIG-FP had told prospective 

counter-parties that other C-GAITS transactions had been consummated, AIG-FP did not inform 

other counter-parties that actual and prospective C-GAITS transactions, including the 

contemplated accounting treatment for such transactions, had come under review by the Federal 

Reserve. 

III. AIG-FP's Unwinding and Restructuring of the GAITS and C-GAITS Transactions 

54. By January 29, 2002, AIG-FP learned ofPNC's decision to consolidate the 

PAGIC transactions onto PNC's financial statements due to accounting flaws. AIG-FP also 

learned thereafter that National Accounting Firm A, which had earlier issued SAS-50 letters to 

AIG-FP addressing the application of GAAP to the similarly structured GAITS products, had 

concurred in PNC's decision to consolidate the PAGIC transactions. 

55. On February 7, 2002, National Accounting Firm A sent a letter to AIG-FP 

requesting that AIG-FP discontinue the use of the C-GAITS SAS-50 letters prepared by National 

Accounting Firm A. The letter stated: 

We have become aware that in today's regulatory environment 
there have been challenges to the accounting treatment of certain 
transactions that are similar in some, but not all, respects to the 
hypothetical transactions addressed in the referenced opinions. In 

light of these challenges and the potential for a range of factual 
differences among structured transactions that may affect their 
financial reporting treatment, we believe it would be prudent that 
the referenced opinions no longer be used. 
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56. On July 18,  2002, the SEC instituted an administrative proceeding in which the 

SEC issued an Order Instituting Proceedings that concluded PNC's accounting for the PAGIC 

transactions did not conform to GAAP. PNC consented to the issuance of this Order Instituting 

Proceedings without admitting or denying the findings made by the Commission. Concurrently 

therewith, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System announced that PNC and the 

Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland had entered into an agreement requiring PNC to improve its 

management structure, corporate governance, risk management practices, regulatory 

communications, and internal controls, in order to address matters relating to compliance with 

GAAP and related matters. 

57. On January 22, 2003, AIG-FP and PNC liquidated the PAGIC entities in 

accordance with their terms following conversion by PNC of its Class A Convertible Preferred 

securities into Class A Common stock. 

58. On June 2, 2003, PNC ICLC Corp. ("PNCICLC"), a wholly-owned indirect 

subsidiary ofPNC, entered into a Deferred Prosecution Agreement with the United States 

Department of Justice. As part of that Deferred Prosecution Agreement, PNCICLC 

acknowledged and accepted responsibility for its behavior as set forth in a Statement of Facts 

incorporated by reference into the Deferred Prosecution Agreement. That Statement of Facts 

acknowledged, among other things, that each P AGIC transaction violated the GAAP 

requirements for deconsolidation of the PAGIC entities by PNC. 

59. Despite the events described in paragraphs 54-58, neither AIG-FP nor National 

Accounting Firm A took steps to modify the five previously consummated GAITS transactions to 
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address the deficiencies in the counter-parties' GAAP treatment of those transactions that had 

been identified in connection with the C-GAITS structure. National Accounting Firm A did not 

withdraw the deficient SAS-50 letters related to the GAITS transactions, and it did not urge AIG

FP either to restructure or unwind the noncompliant transactions. In addition, National 

Accounting Firm A, which was the outside auditor for the two counter-parties to the GAITS 

transactions at the time of the events described in paragraphs 54-58, did not notify those counter

parties of the deficiencies in the GAITS transactions. Among other things, National Accounting 

Firm A did not reconunend an increase in the equity investment by AIG-FP in the SPEs to make 

up for the structuring fees received by AIG-FP from the counter-parties or the SPEs, which 

reduced AIG-FP's capital investment below the minimally acceptable level under GAAP needed 

to achieve non-consolidation. Nor did AIG-FP recommend any such change. Further, AIG-FP 

and National Accounting Firm A did not reconunend replacement of the zero coupon bond 

issued by an affiliate of AIG-FP in those transactions and never informed the counter-parties to 

the GAITS transactions that the GAITS structures might not satisfy the requirements for non

consolidation under GAAP because of the presence of a zero coupon bond issued by an affiliate 

of AIG-FP in those transactions. 

60. AIG-FP and its counter-parties did not unwind or restructure the GAITS 

transactions until April 7, 2003 (one transaction unwound), May 5, 2003 (two transactions 

unwound) and September 25, 2003 (two transactions restructured). 

6 1 .  There are other matters known to the parties that are not included in this 

Statement of Facts. 
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Atl 

UNITED STATES DI!>TR!CT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

---- --·--

./ I 

(:t-�JLc.,�, 

SEcURITIES AND EXCH&'lGE COMMISSION, 

Plaintiff. 
v. 

A.'\!F.R!CAN lNTE�'IATIONAL GROliP, INC" 

Defendant. ; 

!11NAI. SUDGMEI:!T AS TO DEFENDANT 

AMERICAN INIERNATIONAL GROUP. lNC. 

The Securites and Exchavge Commission having filed a Complaint, and Defendant 

Amc:rican International Group, ln<:. ("Defendant") having entered a general appearance; 

consented to the Court's jurisdiction over Defendant and the subject maHer of this adion; 

consented to entry oft'Us Final Judgment wtthoui adrmtting or denying the allegations ofthe 

Complaint {except as to jurisdiction); waived findings of fact and conclusions of law; and waived 

aoy right to appeal from th:.s Final .Judgment 

I. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJIJDGED, AND DECREED that Defendant a."l.d its 

agents, servants, employees, attorneys , and aH persons in actlv�:conccrt or pa.�tictpation with 

them who roccive aet..1al notice Qfthls Fir.al JuC:g:nent by per:>onal scrvive or o-therwi<>c are 

permanently restrained and enjoined ITora violating Section 1 7(a) of the Sccl:rities .Act [15 

U.S. C. § 77q(a)j in Llte offer or sale of any security by the use of any means o-r instru .. 'Tients cf 
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transportation or commtm)cation ln interstate commer<:.e or by u:;e of the millis, diJ'cctly ot 

indirectly: 

(a) to employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud; 

{b-) to obtain money or property by means of ;my untrue slatt:ment of a material fact 

or any omission of a material fact necessary in order to make the statements 

made, in light of the drewnstances under which they were made. �ot misleading; 

(c) to engage w any transaction, practire, or course ofbusine<is v."hich operates or 

would operate as a fraud or deceH upon the purchaser. 

n. 

lT IS I<TRTHER ORDERED) AD.TUDGED, ANJl DEC.REEil that Defendant and its 

agents, serva."'lts, employees, attorneys, a'td all persons in active concert or participation with 

them who roceivc actual notice of this Final Judgment by pelliOnal �v;ce or otherwise are 

perma.'lently restrained and enjoined from violating, directly or indirectly, Section lO(b) of the 

Exchange Aet [1 S US.C § ?Sj(b)J :n1d Rule l Ob S  [17 C1<R § 240, 10b-5J, by u:sing any mean;; 

or iru4rumentalhy 3f interstate commerce, ox of the mails, or of any faciiity of any natiomtl 

securities exchange, in oonnec:ion with the purchase or sale of m;y security: 

(a) �o employ any de•·ice. scheme, or artifice to defraud; 

{b) to make anyu-:1truc ;;.tatcnmn! of a material ±act or to omit to state a material Jllct 

;}C(:essary in order to make t11e statements made, in the lighl of the circumstar,ceG 

under which !hey were made, not misleading; o: 

(c) to engage m any act, practice, or coarse ofbusiness which operates or would 

operate as a fraud or deceit upon any person. 
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Ill. 

IT IS FFRTHER ORDF.RED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED t!mt DelCndont and it' 

agents, SCJYants., employees, aHomeys, and all persons in active concert or participation with 

them who [e(;eive actual notice of this Final Judgment by personal service or otherwise arc 

permanently restrained and enjoi:�ed from violating Section 1 3(a) of the Exchange Act [15 

U.S.C. § 78m(a)j or Rules 12b-20, IJa-l or 13a-13 [17 CF.R §§ 240.12b-20, 240. I3a-1 and 

240.13a-i3J, by, directly or .indire>;tly: 

(A) failing to file with the Commission any report required to be filed with the 

Commiss.ion pursuant to Sectio;J 13{a) oftht: Exchange Ac! [15 U.S. C. §78m(a)J, 

and ihe rules and regu1ations promulgated thereunder; or 

(3) filing with the Commi:>Sion a report required to be filed with the Coolmission 

pursuant to Sectton 1 3{a) ofthe E:xchar.ge Act f15 U.S.C. §78m(a}] and the rules 

and regulations promulgated thereunder &.at (1) contains an un!ruc statement of 

material fact� (2) fmls to include, in adt!irlon to the information required to be 

stated in such report, such further material info:-matton as may be necessary to 

make the r::quired statements, in light of the cirCumstances under which they arc 

made, not misleading; or (3) tails to disclose any information r�uired to be 

disclosed therein. 

3 
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IV. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED lhat Defendant and its 

agents, servant5, employees, attorneys, and aU persons in active concert or participation w:ith 

them who receive actual notice of this Final Judgment by personal service or otherwise are 

permanenUyrc:strained and enjoined from violating Sec.!lon l3(bX2) and J3(b}(5) of the 

Exchange Act [15 U.S. C. § 78m(b)(2) and §  78m (b)(S)] and Rule !3b2·1 [17 C.r.K § 

24fU Jb2� 1] by, directly or indirectly: 

(A) failing to make and keep hooks, records and accounts, which, in reasonable detail, 

accurately and fairly reflect the traT:Is2ctions and dispositions of the assets of an 

issuer; 

(B) failing to devise and maintain a system of internal accounting controls suffictent 

to provide reasonable assurances tha.t 

( l) transactions are executed in aecordance with management's general or 

specific authorization; 

(2) transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of :mzncial 

statements in conformity with generally accepted accounti:ng principle.s, or 

<L"''Y other criteria applicable to such �iatements, and to maintai:t 

accountability for assets; 

(J) access to assets is pCTmirtoo only in aecmdance witl• managem<nt's 

general or specific uuthorizatio:1; and 

(4) the reco:ded accountability for m>sets ls oompared wit'rt the existtng assets 

at reasonable intervals and a_pp:opriate action is taken with respect to any 

differences; 

4 
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(C) falsifying, or causing to be falsified. any book, record or account subjet..>t to 

Srellon ll(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78m(b)(2)iA)], or 

tD) knowingly circumventing or knowingly failjng to implement asyste:r.t o f  internal 

accounting controls or knowingly falsifying any book, record, or account 

described in Section J3(bX2) of the Exchange Act [ 15 lLS.C. § 78m(b)(2)J. 

v. 

IT JS _FURTHER ORDEREll� ADJlJD(;ED, A .. "'iD DECREED that Defendant shall 

ditJgorge $?00,000,000 representing profits gained as a result of the conduct alleged in the 

Complaint,. pursuant to Section 21(dX5} of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C § 78u(d)(5)] ar.d pay a 

civil penalty in the ambur..t of$ WO,OOO.OOOpun:uant to Section 20(d) of the Securities Act 

[!5 U.S.C. § 77t(d)] and Section 2 l(d)(3) ollhe Exchange Act [!5 U.S.C. § 78u(d)(3)]. 

Defendant shall satisfy this obligation by paying a total of$800,0fJO,OOO widtin tea business days 

after the entryofL'lls Final Judgment to the Clerk of this Court by means of a wire tnu:sfcr, 

certified check, bank cashier's check, or l:nited States pQS'!al money order payable to the Clerk 

of1he Co·JJt, together with a cover letter identifying Junerican International Group, .I.rK:. as a 

Uefcndam in this action; setting forth the title and civil action number of thJS a;::tion and the name 

of this Court; ar.-d specifying that payment is made pursuant to this Final Judgment. Defendant 

shall sirnoltaneouslytransmit photocopies ofsuch payment and letter to the Conunission's 

cowsel in thls action, Robert J. Keyes, U.S. Secur_ities and Exchanf,>e Corruuission, Northeast 

Regional Offic\:.. 3 World financial Center, Room 4300, New York, New York J02S!-l022. 

Defendant shall pay post-judgment Jnterest on any delinquent amounts pursuant to 28 U.S.C 

§ l%1. By making !his pay;:uent, Dct¢!Kiant reHnquishcs at; legal and equitable right, title, and 

interest in s:teb funds, and oo part of the funds shall be retu..l'..ed to Defendant The Clerk shall 

5 
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deposit the funds into an interest bearing account with the Court Registry Investment System 

("CRlS"). These funds, together with any interest and Income earned thereon (collectively, the 

"Fund"), shall be held by the CRJS 1l!'ltil further order of the Court. In accordance with 28 

HS.C § 1914 and the guidclines set by the Director of the AdmirUstmt:ive Office oftlte United 

States Courts, the Clerk is directed, without further order c-f this Court7 to deduc.t from the 

income earned on the money \n the Fund a fee equal to two percent of the income earned on the 

Fund. Such fee shall not -exceed that authorized by the Judicial Conference of the United States. 

The Commission shall by rtH)tion., subject to the Court's approval, propose a plan to 

distribute the Fund for the benefit of investors, including, but not li:nited to. some or all of the 

members of the putative class in any Related Investor At.1ion, pursuant to the Fair r·und 

pro'Visions of Section 308(a) of the Sarbanes-Oxlcy Act of2002. Regardless of whether any 

such Fair Fund distribution is made, amounts ordered to be paid as <::ivil penalties pursuant to this 

Judgment shall be treated as penalties p.ajd to the government for all purposes, including all tax 

purposes. To preserve the deterrent effect ofthe civil penalty. Dcfer.,Can{ shall not, after offset or 

red'J.ction of any award of compensatory damages it·l any Related Investor Action based on 

Defcnd3:1t' s payment of disgorgcment in this action, argue that it is entitled to, nor shall it fmhcr 

benc6! by, offset or reduction of such compensatory damages awa:rd by the amount of any part 

of Defendant's payment of a civil permlty in this action ("Penalty Offset"). Jfthe co lUi in any 

Related Investor Action grants sue.h a Penalty Offset, Defendant shall, within 30 days after entry 

of a finul order granting the PenaJty Off."et, notify the Commis�ion's counsel in this action and 

pay H1e amount of the Penalty Offset to the United States Treasury or to a Fair Fl.L'ld, as the 

Com."llission directs. Such a payment shall not be deemed an additional civil penalty and shall 

not be deemed to change t1te amount of the civil penalty imposed in thls Judgment. For purposes 

6 
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of this paragraph, a "Related livest or Action" means a private d.atnages action brought aga:m;t 

Defendant by or on behalf of one or more investors based on substantialiy the same foacts as 

alleged :n the Complaint in this actio:n, mcluding but not limited to the iawsuits that have been 

consolidated as In rc Americatr International Group, Inc, Securiues LiJigation, :\{a.�ter No. 04 

Civ. 8142 (JES) (SD!\'Y). 

VI. 

IT IS FURTIIER ORDE.ll.ED. ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the Consent is 

incorporated herein witi the sa.-ne force and effect a.s if fully set funh herein, and that Defendant 

sltall comply with all ofihe undertakings and agreements set forth therein. 

VI!. 

JT IS FLRTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that tlli' C.<>urt shall 

rctam jurisdiction of tltis matter for the purposes of enforcing the terms of this Final Judgment 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated•fe:13 .J f. , 2006 
New York, New York 
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CONSENT AND liNDERTAKINGS OF DEF:ENPANT 

AMERICAN I:'."'ERNAnQNAL GROUP, INC. 

l ,  Defendant American International Group, Inc, ("Defendant" or" AlG'') waives 

service of a sunnnons ar.d the complaint in this action, enters a general appearance, and admits 

!he Court's jt:rfsdiction over Defendant and over the sublect matt-er of this action. 

2. Without admitting or denying the allegation" of the Complaint (except as to 

personal and subject matter jurisdiction, which Defendant admits), Defendant hereby consents to 

the entry of t�c Final Judgment in the form attached hereto (the "Final Judgment") and _ 

i:noorpomtOO by reference herein, which, among other things: 

a. pe:rnancntly restrains and enjoins Defendant from violation of Section J 7(a) of 

�e Securities Act of 1933 {""Secur:itit.-« Act'}, Sections lO(b), l3(a), 13(b)(2)(A) 

and (E), and l3(b)(5) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ('"Exchange Act"), 

and Rules 10b·5, 12b-20, 13a-l., l3a·l3, and 13b2·l; 

b orders nefendant to pay Clsgorgcmenl in the amount of$700,000,000; ar,d 

c. orders Defendant to pay a civil penalty in the arnount of $100,000,000 under 

Se-ction 20(d) of the Securitie.'> Act [15 V.S.C. § 1'7!(d)] and Section 2l(d)(3) of 

th� Exchange Act [15 U S.C. § 78u(d;(3))-

3. Defendant acknowledges. that Comtr.isslon shall by motwn, st:bject to the Court's 

approval, propose a plan to distribute the disgorgement and civil penalty paid pursuant to the 

Final Judgment, together with any interest anC incon:e earned thereon, for the benefit of 

investors, lndud;'n,g, but not 1imitcrl lo, some nr all of the members of the putative class in any 

Related �Ve&1or Actinn, pursuant to the Fair Fund pronsio:1s of Section 308(a) of the Sarbanes

Oxley Aet of2002. Regardless (}[whether any such Fair fund distribution is made, the civil 
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penally shall be treated as a penalty paid to the government for all pG.rpOses, including an tax 

purposes. To preserve the deter:ent effect of the civil penalty, Defendant agrees !.hat it shall not, 

after offset or reduction of any award of compensatory damages in <my Related Investor Action 

ba'led on Defendant's payment of disgorgement in this action, argut that it is entitled to, nor shall 

it further benefit hy, offset or reduction of such compensatory damages award by the amount of 

any ;wrt of Defendant's payment of a civil penalty in this action ("Penalty Offset'"). If the court 

m My Related Investor Action grants such a Penalty Offset, Deft>XI<lant ag:;ces that it shall, within 

30 days after entry of a final order granting the Penalty Offset, notify the Commission's COlll".sel 

in this a<:tion and pay the amount of the Penalty Offset to the United States Trea�>"Uty or lo a Fair 

Fund, as the Corrumssion directs, Such a payment shaU not be deeruerl an additional civil 

pe:�alty and shall not be dce:ned to change the arnount of the t.Wil penalty imposed in this adion. 

For pU!J><1'Ses of this paragraph. a "Related Investor Action" mean<.> a privatt: damages action 

hroug.'l.t against Defendant by or on hef,a]_: of one or more investors based on suhstantially the 

same facts as alleged in the Complaint in this action, including but not iimited to the lawsuits that 

have berm consolidated as In re Anu:n·can lr.tematUmal Group, Inc. Ser.:un.ti.es Litigation, Master 

FiJe No. 04 Civ, 8142 (JES) (SDNY). 

4. Defendant agrees to comply w1t:h the following underta:Cmgs: 

A. Retel).tion of a Consultant 

1. AIO agrees to retain, pay for, and enter into an agreerr:ent with a 

consultant ("Consultant''). not lLoacceptable lo the Cornmission Staff, in 

consultation w:ltll t'le Attorney General of tlie State of New York (the 

"Attorney General ") and with the Superintt.•ndent of insurance of the State 

of New York (the "Superintendent"), to conduct 2: comprehensive 
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examinatton and review of the areas specified below and to make 

recommendations to AlG's Bo.;ud of Directors and the Commission Staff. 

Tne Consultant's compensation and expenses shall be borne exc:ltL'>ively 

by AlG, and shall not be deducted from any amount due under Lh:e 

provisions ofthc Final Judgment 

a. The agretFJent shall provide that the Consultant examine: 

1. AlG's internal con!rols over financitd reporting (the Consultant 

may, if appropriate, rely on AJG's independent accountant's 

attestation and report on management's assessment of the 

effectiveness of AlG's internal control structure and procedures 

pursuant to Section 404 of the Sarbanes�Oxlcy Act); 

il. The organization and reporting structure of AlG's inrema.l audlt 

dep-drtment and A1G's Wsdosure cor:nmittee (which is described in 

Exhibit A); 

iii. The policies, procedures a.1d effectlw.ncss of AJG's regulatory, 

compliance and legal functions. including the operations of any 

commfuees established to review and app rove transactions or fnr 

the purpose of preventing !he recording of transactions or financial 

reporting results in a manner inconsistent with Generaliy Accepted 

Accounting Principles ("GAAP"): 

iv. AlG' s records management and rctentton policies and procedures� 
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v, The adequacy ofwhist!eblower procedures dt:signed !o allow 

employees and other5 to report confidentially matters that may 

have bt:aring on AIG's financial reporting obligations, 

v1. AJG's training and education progra,-·n described in paragraph D.2, 

below; 

vii. 1 he rcfonns that AJG has implemented as a result of the Revlcw, 

which are set tOrth m bxhlbit A; and 

vm. The adequacy and effectivL·ncss of the remediation plan described 

in paragraph D. ! below. 

B. C2rsultanDJSeportjgg_Ob!ig3tlons 

1 .  The Consultant shall issue a report to .A.JG's Board of Directors and to the 

Commission Staff within three months 0f appointment, provided, 

however, that the Consultant may seek to extend the perwd ofrcv1ew tOr 

one or more additional three-month tenus by requesting such an extension 

from the Commission';-; Staff. The Commission Staff, after consultation 

with lhe Attoraey General and the Supcrlntcndcnt, shaH have discretion to 

grant such extensions as it deems reasonable and wa:r:-antcd. 

2. The ConsuHant's report shall set forth the Consultant's rcco:n.-ncndations 

regarding best practices in the arcns specified in paragraph l.a.i throug .. i1 

1 .. a .. viJi a�oYc, 1nclndmg the Consultant's rccomtncndations fur any 

changes in or improvements to AlG's policies and p-rocedures �hat 1he 

Consultant reasonably deems necessary to z:onform to the �:1w ami best 

1 I 
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practices, a:�d a procedure for 1mplemenHng the recorrunended changes m 

or inpmvemcn1s to A!G's policies and procedures. 

3. AlG shaU adopt all recrmrrnendations contained b the report of the 

Consultant referred to in paragraph B.2 above, provided, however-, that 

v;.ithin forty-fm; days ofrecelpt ofthe report, AIG shall i n  writing advise 

the Consultant and the Commission Staff of any rcl'.om.mcndation.« that it 

considers to be unneces.'><tfY or inappropriate. With respect to any 

recommcndiltiOn that AlG CQOsiders unneccs..<:ary or inappropriate, Affi 

need not adopt that recommendatiQO at that Hme but shall propose in 

writing an al!cmativt: policy, procedure or systcr.1 dr..signcd to achieve th� 

same objective or :;>urposc. 

4. As to any recommendation with respect to AIG's poJjdes and procedures 

on which A1G and the Consultant do no-t agree, suth parties shall attempt 

in good faith to reach an ag;eencnt within ninety days of the is.;mnce uf 

the Co:os'Jltanrs report Jn the ::went AJG and 1he Consultant are unable to 

as.-ce nn an alternative proposal, AlG will abide by the determinations of 

the Consultant 

5. AIG shall re1airt the Consultant for a period of three years from the clate of 

apl)Olntmcnt in accordance with. the :;JWVts1or.s of paragraph C below. 

Once the Cor.su!tant's recommendations become fiual, the Consultant 

shall oversee the implementation of such rec:ommendatiom; and provide a 

report to AlG' s Board of Directors and to the Commission Staff every 

th:ee months concerning the progress of m1ch implementation. If, at the 

12 
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conclusion of this three·· year period, Jess than all recommended refonns 

have been substantially lmplemented for at least two success�ve quarters. 

the Commission Staff may, in its d1scrction after consultation wi'!.h the 

Attorney Ge:1eral and the Si.iperiniendent, direct AIG to ex_tend the 

Consultan�'s lenn ofappoinl"flent mtil such time as all recommended 

refo:ms have been &'Uhstantialiy irnplemenled for at least !wo successive 

quarters. 

C. 'ferms of��J!llifum 

WiL�in forty� five days after the date of entry of the Fi.-qaJ Judgment, AIG wiH 

submlt to the Commission Staff a proposal setting fotth the- identity, 

qualifications, and proposed tem)s of retention of the Consultant_ The 

Commission Staff, within thirty days of such notice, '\\.ill either (1) deem 

AiG's choice of Consultant and proposed tenus of retention not unacceptable 

or (2) require AJG !0 propose an alternative Consultant and/or revi'>ed 

proposed tenns of retention wiL'lin fifteen days. This. procc'>s w:l! continue, as 

necessary, unti l AIG has selected a Consultant and retention terms thai arc not 

unacceptable !0 the Commission Staff. AlG shall enter into a'l agreerr:ent 

with the Com;ulltml that shall conlain the following terxs; 

1. The ConS'Jl tant shall provide AIG's Board of Directors and the 

Commission Staff with such documents or other i:llonnation concerning: 

the .an:.as identified in paragraph A above, as a..1y of them may request 

during the pendency or at the conclusion of the review. 

l 3  
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2. The Consultant shall have reasonable access to a11 of the books and 

records of AIG and Jts subsidiaries and the ability to meet privately with 

the personnel of AIG and its subsidiaries" AIG may not assert the 

attorney-client privilege, the protection oftllc work-product doctrine, or 

any privilege as a giound for not providing the f'.onsultanl \.\-lth 

contemporaneous docuruents or other information related ro the matt(�ts 

that are the subject of the review. AIG shaH insl'Uct and othenvisc 

(.TICOurage its officers, directors, and employees to coopemtt: fiJ!Iy with the 

review conducted by the Consullant, and mfonn �ts offict:rs, directors, and 

employ�.;cs that failure to cooperate with the review will be grounds for 

dismissal, other disciplinary actions, or other appropriate actions. 

3. The Consultant shn1l have the ri.f:,.Ut.. as reasonable and na.::essa.ry in his or 

her judgment, lc ret..ain, at AJG's expense. attorneys. accountants, ar.d 

other persons or firms, other than officers, dircetors, or employees cf AIG, 

to assist in the discharge of his or her obligations under the undertakings. 

AfG shall pay all reasonable fees and exp<:.-7l:s�:s of any persons or fim:s 

retruned by the Consulta.TJ.t. 

.:1. The Consu:tantshall make and kccp notesofintervk'Ws conducted, and 

keep a copy of documents gathered, m connection with !he pcrforrnar.ce of 

his or her responsibilities, and require all !JcrSOUS a.""ld fums retained lo 

assist the Consultant to do so as wdL 

5. Tho:: Consultant's relationship with AJG shall not he trcatlXI as one 

between an aU<1mey and client The Cor.sultant will not assert the 

14 
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attomey-chent privilege, the protection of [he work-product doctrine, or 

any privilege as a ground for not providi11g any inforrnatioJt obtained in 

the review sought by the Commission Staff. 

6. lfthl'l Consultant determines that he or she has a conflict with respect to 

one or more of the areas described in paragraph A orn1herwise, he or she 

shall delegate his or her responsibilities -with respect to that subject to a 

peroon who is chosen by the Consultant and \1.110 is not um.ccep�able to the 

C',ommission Staff 

7. For the penod ofengagetJR."llt and fo: a pt"nod of two years from 

completion of the engagement� the Consulta.·•;t shall oot enter into a..;y 

employment, consulting, aUomey�cllent, auditing or other professional 

relationship with AJG, or any of .its present or former subsidiaries or 

affiliates, ilircetors, officers, employee..� or agents acting in their capacity 

as such; and shall require that any frm with which the Consultant is 

affiliated or of which the Cor�quJtant is <1 member, or any person engaged 

to assist the Consultant in )_)erfonrumce of the Consultant's duties under 

the Final Judgm<mt not, without prior written consent of the Commission 

Staff, enter into any employment, consulting, atto:ruey-clie:�.t. audttmg or 

other profes._<:ionat relations:Pip with A.JG, or any of its p!"esent or former 

subsidiaries or affiliates, direttors, officers, employees, or agents acting in 

thdr capacity as such for the period of the engagement and for a period of 

t\Vo years after the engagement For the purposes of this section, 

1 5  
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representation Qf a. person or firm jn._._..,rred by AJG shall not be deemed a 

;nof�-.,ional relations:Up vtith AIG. 

S. AIG, including tM Board ofDirecton; and committees ofthe Board of 

Directors of AlG, shall not assert, or ptrmit lts subsidiaries to assert, the 

attorney-client privilege, the protection of the work-product doc!:!ine, or 

any privilege as a ground for not providing to the Consultant any 

dcicument'l, information, or testimony that AJG provided to the 

Commission Staff wbieh the Consultant has deemed necessary for hls or 

her review. 

9. The Consultant shall treat and maintain information of AIG and its 

subsidiaries a'> strictly confident:a:r and shall not di:sclnse such information 

other than to the Commission Staff, and to IDe Consultant's personnel, 

agents or representatives wOO need to know such illfo:mation for the 

purpose of the review contem?lated herein, or as otherwise required by 

law. 

l{t At the conclusion of the Consultant's cr.gagcrr:.ent, &uhject to the appmval 

of the Commission Staff, after consultution with 11c Attorney General and 

!he .Superintendent, the Consultant shall return to AJG all docurncni:S 

reflecting or referring to non-public business and fina>·tcial intbtmation of 

ATG and il$ subsidiaries. 

D. Additional Undertakings 

l ,  Within tOur months after th e  entry of the Final Judgment, A1Gwill draft a 

remcdiatio:� j)lan consisting of (i) steps to address and correct the causes of 

16 
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the material weaknesses in internal controls over f:naneial reporting as 

identified in A1G's 2004 Form 10-K; (ii) a program to- test the operational 

effe<:tiveuess of new or enhanced controls; and (Iii) completion of 

management's testing of the relevant signific-ant controls. 

2. AJG agrees that it will establish and maintain a training and education 

program, completion of which will be required for (a) officers, executives, 

and employees o-f AJG and its subsidiaries who are involved in the 

oversight of ru::r.ounting a.'lfl financial reporting functions; (b) all 

employees in AlG's Jegal division with responsibility [vr or oversight of 

AJG's accounting. financial reporting or disc!osu.._"e obligations; and (c) 

other .senior Qfficers and executives of AtG and its subsidiaries, as 

proposed by AIG and approved by the Consultant (collectively the 

"Mar.datory Participants"). 

3. Ibe structn:e and operation of the tnrining and education proexam shall be 

reviewed and arproved '!>y the Consultant '.lbc training and education 

program shall be designed to cover, at a minimum, the following: (a) the 

obligations imposed on AIG by the federal securities laws, including 

AIG's financial reporting and disC:osurc obligations; (b) proper internal 

accotmting controls and procedures; (c) &�covering and recognizing 

accounting practicc._q that do not conform to OAAP or that are otherwise 

improper; and (d) il:te obligations assumed by, and responses expected of, 

the Mandatory Participants upon learning ofm-::proper, IUegal vr 

potentially iHega! acts relating to AIG's accounting and financial 

l7 
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reporting. The Board of Directors shall comn:nmicate to the Mandatory 

Participants, in wnttng or by video, its endorsement of the training a."ld 

education program. 

5. Defendant v.raJves the entry of findings of filet and ronclusions oflaw pursuant to 

Rule 52 of the Federal Rules of Civil Froccdure. 

6. Defendant waives the r.ghl, if any, to a jury tria! and to appeal fron'. the e:ury of 

the Final. Judgment 

7. Defendant enters :into this Consent voluntarily and rcprc;ents that oo threats, 

offers, promises, or i1lducements of any ktnd have been made-by the Commission or any 

member, officer, employee. agent, or representative o f  the Commission to indoce Defendant to 

enter into this Consent. 

8. Defimd:mt agrees that this Cousent shall be mcorporated into the Fma1 Judgment 

w.ith the !iaiDefun:e and effect ll.'l tf fully set forth therein_ 

9. Defendant wm not oppcse the enforcement of the FinaJ Judgment on the ground, 

if any exists, that it fails to comply with Rule 65(d) of the federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and 

hcrehy waiV-e-S any ohjectlon based the;;eon, 

W. Defendant waives service of1he Final Judgment a'1d agrees that entry of the Final 

Judgment hy the C'-Ourt and filing with the Clerk of the Court will corJrtitute notice to Defendant 

of its tenus ami conditions. Defendant fu.-ther agrees to provid1;1 counsel for the C;;:;mmission, 

within thirty days after the Final Judgrnent is filed with the Clerk of the Court, with an affidavit 

or declaration stating that Defendant has received and read a copy of tlte Final Judgment 

1 1 ,  Consistent v.rith ! 7  C.F.R. § 202.5(f), this Consent resolves only the claims 

asserted agaJnst Defendant in this civil ;noceeding. Defendant acknowledges that no promise or 

18 
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represenlalion has been made by the Commission or any member, officer, employee, agent or 

representative of the Commission with regard to any crimmal liability that may have arisen or 

may arise from the facts underlying tills action or immunity from a.."iy such criminal liablllty. 

Defendant waives any claim of Double Jeopardy hased upon the settlement ()[this proceeding, 

including the imposition of any remedy. :Defendant further acknowledges that the C'.ourt's entry 

of a permanent injunction may have collateral consequences under federal or state law and the 

rul�?S and regulations ofself�regulatory organizations, licensing boards, and ether regulatory 

organizations. Such collateral consequences .include. but are not limited to, a statutory 

disqualification with respm to membership or participation in, or association with a member of. 

a self-regulatory organization. This statutory disqua!ificatio:t has consequences t'mt are se:pa171te 

from any sanction imposed in an administrative proceOOi:ng. In addition, in any disciplinary 

proceeding before the Commission based on the en:ry of the injunctlon in this action., Defendant 

understands that it shall not be permitted to oonlest the factual allegations ofL'le complaint in thin 

action. 

12. Defendant tmderstands and ag;roos to comply with the C'Mmmission's pollcy "not 

to permit a defendant or respondent to consent to a _judgment or order that imjX>Ses a sanction 

whlle denying the allegation in the complaint or order for proceedings." 17 C.F.R. § 202.5. In 

coJ:tpliance with this policy, Defendant agrees: (l) not to rake a.rty action or to make or pennit to 

be made any public statement denying, directly or Jnd;rcttly, a.�y allegation in the comp!aint or 

creating the impression that the complaint is without factual ba.<:is; .attd (ii) that ctpon the fifing of 

this Consent, Defemhmt hereby witltdraws any papers filed :in this action to the extent that they 

deny a."'l.y allegation in the complaint If Defendant breaches this agreement, the Commission 

may petition the Court to vacate the Final Jcdgment and restore t.'tis actio:t to its active docket. 

1 9  
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Nothing in this paragraph affects Defendant's: (1) testimonial obligations: or (ii} right to take 

legal ot factual positions in litigation or other Iegal proceedings in which the (£.mmission is not 

a party. 

i3. Defendant hereby waives any rights under the Equal Acces:s: to Justice Act, the 

Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996, or any o!l1er provision of law to 

seCk from the United States, or any agency� or any official of the United States acting in his or 

her official capacity. directly or indirectly, reimbursement of attorney's fees or other fees. 

expenses, or costs expended by Defendant to defend against thi:s action. For these purposes, 

Defendant agrees that Defendant is not the prevaHing pany in this action since the parties have 

reached a good faith settlement 

14. In connection with Htis action and any rc:atedjudicial or administrative 

proceeding or investigation commenced b)' the Commission or to which the Commission is a 

party, Defendant (i) agrees to make its employees available for interviews with the Commission 

Staff at such times and plac-es as the Commission Staff requests upon reasonable notice; (ii} will 

accept service by mail or facsimile transmission of notices or subpoenas is..sued by the 

Commission for documents or testimony at depositions, hearings, or trials, or in conne:.::tion with 

any related investig11tion by Commission Staff; (iii} appoints Defendant's undersigned attomey 

as agent to receive servic.e of such notices and st.lbpoenas; {lv) \Vith respect to such notices and 

subpoenas, waives: the-territorial hmits on service contained in Rule 45 of the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure and any applicable loc::al rules, provided that the Cornrnission reimbwses 

Defendant's travel, lodging, and subsistence expenses at the then-prevailing U.S. Government per 

diem rates; and ( v) consents to personal jurisdiction over Defewlant in any United States Distnct 

Court for purposes of enforcing any such subpoena. 

20 
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1 5 .  Defendant agrees that the Commission may present the Final Judgment to the 

Court for signature and entry witbout further notice. 

21 
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1 6 .  Defendant agrees that this Court shaH retain jt:risdiction over this matte:- for the 

purpose of enforcing the terms ofthe Final Judgment. 

On J(,z:fvt. : ._ ,..� _,-;; /, 2006, '-0�""t" /;__ ;l- - J.':tl.t.£·F"'- , .a person knownto mc, 
_personally appeared bcfo:e me and acknowledged executing the foregoing Consent with full 
authority to do so O!l behalf of .American Jnkrnational Group, Inc, as its /\t<J_ 't..LE /, . 

Approved as to f01m: 

. /}7 It��..£" f{,,""..J,,..._._ -'· -�� .. ��-·-·--
Martin Flumenbaum. Esq. 

Commission expires: 

Pa�l. Weiss. Rifldnd, Wharton & Garrison LLP 
128:5 A venue of the Americas 
t>iew York, NY 1 0019.6064 
(212) 373·3000 
At toxey fo:- Defendant 

22 
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EXIII!liT A 

American International Group, Inc, ("AIO'') represents tha1 AIG's current senior 
management and its Board of Directors have takc11 or are takmg corporate govc:11ance 
refOrms, including, among other things: 

a) e:>suring that AJG':; Audit C-0nunirtee a:-�d RegulatOJy, Compliance and Legal 
Committee, respectively, wm examine AIG's internal audit depart:me:II and the 
compliance functioas within AlG's legal department, including compliance with 
all of the teffilS and condiuons !)f the final Judg�ncnt; 

b) ensuring that a disclosure commtttee is estabhs_bed to assis1 AJG's chief execUiive 
officer end chief financwl officer in ful 11Hmg !heir responsibility tOr oversight of 
the accuracy and timeliness of !he disclosures tcade by AIG, tha1 this committee 
incluCcs runong its members AJG's chief e-ompliam::c ufficer, chief accounti::�g 
officer and gcncraJ counsel, ami that the disclosme committee meels and confers: 
prior to significant SEC filings and the issu:mce of earnings press rcfcases; 

c) es:ill:b\ishing enhanced corporate govern.1.."1ce procedures. as are dc11eloped in 
discussions between the Consulta:1t B.Jlpoir:tcd pursuant to the Final Judgment, the 
board, and the nominating and corporak governance committee; and 

d) establishing a general insmaucc risk-l'C�"sfec policy and implementing pcactia" 
and procedures for the evaluation of sud: nsk transfer under GAAP am! 
.appllcahk insurance tr:gulatory acoount:ng principles. 
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CORPORATE BESOLt:TION 

The undcrsigr.cd. J<q+b ken .. � ,  �n o.rnthe Senior Vice Pre5idcnt and Secreta!) 
of American l nkmational Grour. Inc. (hereinafter "AlG'" or '"the CorpcJratiol:''). certifie� that the 
following n:solution \Vas dt:Jy enacted at a meeting cfthc Board of Directors of A!G held on 

j-'l!\�.21 2.00{._ 

RESOI. VED: That ea .. -h of �,1 urtin .1. Su!!tvan, the Presidcrn of the CorpontLon, and 
Lrnest T. Patcikb, the Senior Vice President and (Jenera: Counsel (lr the Corporation, be and 
hen;by is aulhorizcd to ac: on be hal r of the Corpor�1tiorL and to negmintc, approve, accept and 
cxecutt: rhe ··Consent and Undertakings of American International Gro<�p. Inc." attached hereto. 
in conne�:tk•n " i:h the inv..:stigati:;n conducted by the Scct:ri:ics a1:C EA.chang:e Con:mi�sio:1: in 
thi:; connn:t:on, each "'f Martin J. Sul!ivan and Ernest T. Patrib; be an<i hereby is amboriicd to 
u:1dertake such action� as he e1ay deem nccess<�ry and a..ivisable: induding the cxewtion of 5uch 

documentation as :nay be required by the Securi!ics and Exchange Commission in cr.Jcr ro carry 
out the intent and purpo� of tl:e f('Jrcg;::ir.g. 

I nJtther certify that the aforesaid resolution bas twt been amended or revoked in an} 
respect and ls :.ti l l  in tl1ll fnrcc- at;d elTc<:t 

l l\ Wlr.-.t:SS \VHl:.REOF, J have duly cxccutcc lhis Cenificutc- as a sealed inst:-�cnent as 
lhc d:lly clec!t:d. quali!icd anU a;.;ting Senior Vice Prcsldcn: and Secretary ,)f American 
lntcrnationa: Gmup. Inc .. hereunto authorized this l�.� day of ���y_-.. -� -.. -· 

2006. .J 

AMFRICAN 1'\TERNATIONAL GROCP. INC. 

By: 

It<..: Senior Vk�: President and Secr.:tary 
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!'he purtir.:s entitled to he notifi.cd of the entry hereof and the name� and aJJrcss\:s of their 
resp<!ctive attorneys. lfany, arc: 

Plaintiff: 

Ken C. ,L:scph, Fsq. 
United States Securltics and Exchange Commission 
�orthcast Rcgtor.a! Office 
3 World Financial Center 
R(>om 43(10 
New Yo:k. \ Y  1 028 1 � 1 022 
(2 ! 1) 336-0097 

Qefendan�: 

\4artin t :cnncnbaurn, bq. 
Paul, Weis .... RitKind. Vv'har1ml & Garrison I .L  P 
1285 AvenJc cfthe Amcrka� 
"le\Y Y crk, NY I 001 9-6064 
(212) 373-3000 
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